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RMA and “Case Management” System for XA 

General Overview 
 
The RMA and Case Management System for XA controls the processing and tracking of 
customer reported problems with orders, shipment issues, and warranty.  A “case” may 
require issuing Return Material Authorizations, Credit Memos, or both. It may involve 
dealing with customer complaints.  In addition to customer reported problems, “cases” 
are also used to track RMA’s for Customer Supplied Material, product Re-builds, and 
items sent back for Restock.   

 
The problem:   How do you deal with various situations (cases) to … 

- efficiently track Return Material Authorizations? 
- process credit requests using approval rules with “Limits of Authority”? 
- handle cases (complaints or issues) that include multiple items and 

dispositions? 
- enforce accurate Status settings for each item or incident of a “case”? 
- provide broader access to case information for greater awareness? 
- leverage XA data for Order, Shipment, and Item information?  
- manage “Action Items” for soliciting information and assigning duties? 

 
The Answer:  The RMA and Case Management System for XA 
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Benefits—Problems Are Solved with the RMA/Case Management System 

 
- Automatically retrieve Customer Order information direct from XA  

o COM Order Number, Customer Number; Name; PO Number, Invoice 
Number, Item Number, Item Description, Quantity Ordered, Price, 
Shipments, etc. 

- Establish a Case “Owner” based on the Case Type for ultimate responsibility 
- Process multiple items independently on one Case with their own Status choices 
- Easily see XA Inventory transactions within each Case 
- Send an RMA PDF traveler document directly from the Case 
- Submit and track Credit Requests through a controlled approval path 
- Simply associate pictures and reports to the Case for returned goods 
- Forward all relevant e-mail correspondence directly to a Case for reference 
- Attach unlimited files to the Case to support the process 
- Create your own custom reports with the Case Management Query Tool 

 
Select affected Items directly from the XA Order: 
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No more spreadsheets and double-keying. No more losing track of 
returned goods.  No more wasted time trying to credit a returned 
good.  

 
 
Call MKA to learn more. 

 


